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Project Assignments: Group of 3-4 students for each 
project 

Project-
Category 

Notes • Assigned to: 

Part 1. Texas Revolution Character Role Play -script, 
play, and speech 

Performance 

\100 

Due: Feb. 
27-28 

I 

Part 2. Texas Founding Fathers Video-Did you 
know??? Website 

Project\T est 

Part 3. Texas Revolution TV game shows x 
Jeopardy and Who wants to be a Millionaire? 

\100 

Class work 

Jeopardy Millionaire \100 

Part 4. Texas Revolution Schoolhouse rock video x 2 
! Test 

Part 5. Texas Revolution web quest packets 

WebquestB Webquest D 

\100 

Quiz 

Part 6. MLA Bibliography: 10 sources including 
books, articles and online sources 

\50 

Homework 

\100 
I i 

Signatures: 



__ 

i 

Historical Role Play: Historical Role Play 

I" CATEGORY~4---~-~13 , " 12 -~~~~~'---'~------=~_~I 

[ H istorical ~II histo,~ical 
lAccuracy mformadon 
, appeared to be 

accurate and in 
chronological order. 

iRoI~---"-'-~"TPc;int.of.view, 

arguments, and 
solutions proposed 
were consistently in 
character. 

~Imost ~fI hiS!OriCall~lost of ~he historical Very little of the I 

mformatlon '!informatlon \vas historical information 
appeared to be laccurate and in I~as accurat? and/or 
accurate and in chronological order. in chronologIcal 
chronological order. order. 

I 

Poinl-of-vie';;-,-"--1Point-of-view, pOint-of-vie"';~~--1 
I 

arguments, and arguments, and arguments, and 
solutions proposed ,Solutions proposed solutions proposed ! 
were often in were sometimes in iwere rarely in 
cha<acter. 1character. character. 

___" _____ ' ________'-,--_ __. .J 
Can clearly explain I, Can clearly explain Can clearly explain : Cannot explain one ! 
several ways in several ways in one way in which his Iway in which his I 

Knowledge 
IGained which his character lWhiCh his character character "saw" character "saw" I 

"saw" things "saw" things things differently thingsdifferently ! 
differently than other differently than other than other than other i 

characters and can characters. Icharacters. characters. ! 
, clearly explain why. I I 

r-.o..-~.__________~.__"__ ______ _______ ~____.,,",,--______w.-~-.--- ..- ....- .~ ~_,,, 

iRequired IStudent included 'Studeht included all IStudent included Student included ! 
iElements Imore informati.on information thai was llmost info~maiion that less infor:nation than iI than was required, required, was reqUIred. was reqUIred. I 
1 I ' I I 

I . 1 I I I.. 

Iprops/Co~tu~;- Stud;";-i use~-;~veral ' Student ~~~ 1-2-1ISt~d~nt us;~--=2-lrThe stud~nt uses'~~'1 
! props (could include props that accurately props which make ,props OR the props I 
I costume) that fit the period, and Ithe presentation ,'chosen detract from I 
" accurately fit the make the !better. : the presentation ' 

period, show presentation better. 
I considerable I 

I work/creativity and I 
, Imake the.. 'I 

presentation better. ___0, 

http:informati.on


____ 

evidence - an 
emotional appeal, 

statement. 

relevant and 

Persuasive Essay: Socio ..Political Persuasive Speech 

3- 2- '1
CATEGORY 

Attention 
Grabber 

Position 
Statement 

Focus or 
. Thesis 

Statement 

Support for 
Position 

Evidence and 
Examples 

Transitions 

Above Standards: Meets Standards Approaching Standards Below Standards: S 

introductory 
paragraph is not 
interesting AND is not 
relevant to the topic. 

; The introductory introductory The author has an interesting 
iparagraph has a strong paragraph has a hook introductory paragraph but the 
!hook or attention attention grabber, connection to the topic is not 
igrabber that is !but it is weak, clear. 
Iappropriate for the rambling or 
1audience. This needs i inappropriate for the 
!to be something that iaudience. 
iwill get the President's 
'attention, and make an i 

emotional appeal to 

him. . 


~L~.~'_."~~,.~~_~_.r._ ._:_~._ i 

iThe position statement ,The position statement! A position statement is present, !There is no position 

iprovides a clear, strong i provides a clear i but does not make the the statement.

istatement of where istatement of the author's position clear. 

; you stand on the socio- : author's position on 

!political topic. ithe topic. 


: The thesis statement . The thesis statement thesis statement outlines thesis statement 
inames the topic of the , names the topic of the some or all of the main points to does not name the 

essay and outlines the essay. 
 be discussed but does not topic AND does not 
main points - the name the topic. preview what will be 
logical, emotional, and discussed. 

ethical appeals - to be 

discussed. 


Includes 3 pieces of 3 or more Includes 2 pieces of evidence. 
ipieces of evidence. 
I 


logical appeal, and 

ethical appeal - that 

support the position 


of the evidence and Most of the evidence least one of the pieces of 
examples are specific, and examples are evidence and examples is examples are NOT 

specific, relevant and relevant and has an explanation relevant AND/OR are 
explanations are given explanations are given that shows how that piece of not explained. 

show how each show how each evidence supports the author's 
, piece of evidence - piece of evidence position. 
! emotional, logical, and supports the author's 
ethical appeals position. 

i supports the author's 
position. 

:A variety of thoughtful . Transitions show how Some transitions work well, but The transitions 
Itransitions between !ideas are connected, some connections between between ideas are 
!each appeal are used. but there is little ideas are fuzzy. unclear OR 
iThey clearly show how variety. : nonexistant. 
. ideas are connected 
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"busy" or "boring". 

Additional rubric for historical content and accuracy: Attach at a later date 

,Layout /
iDesign 

,..~---,.-,-,-------,---

Graphics 

--..------.---------
I
i 

. 
IInformatlOn 
I 
, 

!Navigation / 
ILinks 

iWorking 
[Together 

iFollowing 
IClassroom 
lGuidelines 

Note - Add the scores for each category to get a percentage score. 

Student Designed Web Page Rubric 

5 

nattractive. Text is 
Idifficult to read. The iText may be difficult ;Text is easy to read. 
jbackgrounds are Ito read. The 'jThe backgrounds are 
IdistraCting. Ibackground~ are. subtle and appropriate. 

pages are 

Isomewhat dlstractmg. 1 
I 
:: 

[There are no photos,--- rPhotos ar~ blurry or 

iicons or clip art or !fuzzy; icons and clip 
ithey are !art do not "fit" with 
linappropriate or of !the topic_ Too many 
ilow quality. ipictures make the 
i !download time slow. I 

~-~.~----.------,~.----~~--~i IInformation is poorly IInformation could be 
I Iwr~tten, inaccurate, Ibetter :witten a.rrd t.oo 
i lor Incomplete. I~uch ~nformatlOn.ls 

Iglven m each sectlOn. Ipres.ented In short 
I jSectlOns. 

iihe user may rTh~~~~~~ayb~~ome ii~inks are consistent 
ibecome lost or links ;confused when land easy to find so that :with images and 
imay be missing or Inavigating between jthe user can easily ,icons to enhance the. 
jnot working. Ipages. Some links inavigate back and forth ltext links. 
i imay not work. Ithrough pages. ' 

!Partners argue or !Partn~r; hav~ troubl~- !Partners get along well :Partners show 
:fight much of the isolving land share equally in 
[time and do not share 'ldiSagreements; one iresponsibilities. 
Iresponsibilities. partner does most of i
i lwork. 
'I 

iStudents are often -- [st~dents occasionally fStudents stay in their 
lout of area without !leave area without \area, talk quietly to 
ipermission and cause 'permission and are Itheir own partner only, 
'disruptions in the lab Ilouder than necessary land cause minimum 
land other classrooms. lin the lab and in other !disruptions while 
! Iclassrooms. Ivisiting other 
! : iclassrooms. 

:
j, 

rPh~t~~~i~~ns, and clip 

lart are appropriate, of 
!high quality, and 
'download fairly 
iquickly. 
i_rr.:--- -..----. -------------._---
IInformation is well 
Iwritten and !nteresting 
Ito read an~ IS 

[respect for one 
another, get along 
:especially well and 
:work together on all 
'aspects of the 
: project. 

:Students are always 
Ion task, stay in their 
lown area, and cause 
ino disruptions when 
ivisiting other 
icIassrooms. 
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pages are we 11 
;org:amzed with 

Text spacing 
land alignment make 
ireading easy. The 
Ibackgrounds 
lenhance the page. 

!Photos, icons, and 
:clip art are used 
[creatively and may 
,follow a theme. 

r--- ---

ilnformation is 
Icreatively written 
land cleverly 
:presented. 

~Li~s are created 

http:nformatlOn.ls


Jeopardy Rubric 

Name: 
----~~~~--~...~~~~-----------

Description Excellent 16-20 Average 11-15 Poor 6-10 Unsatisfactory 1-5 
Topics-relative 
to topics and 
variety 

Answers-level 

of difficulty 

and relevance 

to topic and 

content 


Questions-

correct answers 

to prompts, 

relevance and 

level of 

difficulty to 

topic and 


• content 

l 
! 	 Mechanics and 

grammatical 
structure-
functions and 
transitional 
effects 
working -errors 
mgrammar, 
spelling, etc 

Comments: 	
• 



Multimedia Project: Social Studies Mastery Powerpoint 

Presentation-Name: Period: 


, CATEGORY !4 13 12 11 J 
!presenta~ionLogically organized Fairly well organized Basic information of Limited information I 
i to tell the story of the knowledge of Icontent with visual provided with few', 
• i research, engaging, subject. rehearsed ,support Delivery not, visuals, Delivery not • 

II 
with fairly smooth smooth, but able to ismooth and 

Clear knowledge of 
visually attractive. i 

delivery that holds maintain interest of I audience attention I 
iaudience attention subject. Strong the audience most ofIoften lost. I 

Idelivery of content most of the time. the time. 
I J-

Includes essential Includes essential rContent-------lRobu,' coo,.o, 'ha' Content is minimal 

; covers topic in-depth knowledge about the information about 
 OR there are several 
: with details and topic. Subject the topic but there factual errors. 

, 
 knowledge appears are 1-2 factual Exceeds or does not 

knowledge is 
Iexamples. Subject 

to be good. Exceeds errors. Exceeds or meet the 10 minutes. 
excellent. Meets the or does not meet the does not meet the 

110 minute 10 minutes. 10 minutes. 
Ipresentation 

t requirement. 


j Organization Uses headings or Content is well Content is logically There was no clear 
i bulleted lists to organized for the organized using or logical 

i 
: 

organize, but the headings or bulleted most part. organizational , overall organization lists to group related structure, just lots of 
material. of topics appears 

I 
facts. 

flawed. 

! 

,IProduct shows some Product shows a Uses other people's Uses other people's 
large amount of 

!Originality 
original thought. ideas (giving them ideas, but does not I 

I 

original thought. Work shows new credit), but there is givej ideas and insights. 

I 
little evidence of 

and inventive. 
Ideas are creative 

original thinking. 
I 
I 
I 

Average level ofDemonstrates Lacking graphics Poor or no graphics 
relevant graphics-

IGraphics
technical devices and average level of and transitions !transition

effective transitions and graphics technical expertise 
/technical and expert technical 
iaspects devices 
! 
! Il 
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_______________Date: Period:__ 

Social Studies Video 

Category 20 15 10 

Name: 

Content Demonstrate exceptional knowledge, Demonstrate average Demonstrate poor understanding No evidence 
application, and synthesis of content understanding and application and application of content of content 
information of content information 

--
information 

Creativity Exceptional level of creativity and Average level of creativity Lacking creativity No creativity 
uniqueness 

Visual and Excellent media device presented to Average media device Major errors and lacking visual Poor visual 
technical audience with little or no major presented to audience with fluency and presentation clarity and many 
application errors=fluency in product some errors technical 

errors 
Script and Excellent dialogue with clarity and Average dialogue and acting Poor and unclear dialogue and Unclear, poor I 

acting superior acting talent demonstrated abilities demonstrated subpar acting demonstrated tone and 
effort 

Interest 
level 

High level of peer interest level Average level of peer interest 
level 

Below average level of peer 
interest level 

--

No interest 
, 

level 
Comments: 

Total scored: --



Bibliographical Rubric 


Students: ____________________ 


4 3 2 1 
Source Variety of 

sources-more 
than 2 types-
primary 

2 types of 
sources and 
primary 
sources 

2 types-no 
primary 
sources 

1 or less-no 
primary 
sources 

sources 
included '" 

Format Correct MLAwith a MLAformat Wrong format 
formatMLA few errors with several and errors 
no errors errors 

Current 2001 to 1999 to 1995 to Before 1995 
secondary present present present 
sources only 
Annotated Specific details 

about sources 
and usefulness 

General 
statement 
without 
specifics 

Vague 
comments 
about source
confusinf! 

None 

Mechanics No spelling 
and 
punctuation 
errors 

1-2 errors 3-4 errors More than 4 

Total 

Editorial staff evaluator signature: _________ 

Date: __________ 


